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Introduction
Let A = (aij) be an m-by-n matrix with i= 0,1, .. , m -1 and .1 = 0,1, . . . , n-l. We r egard A as t he payoff table of a finite /lero-sum two-person game; if Player I chooses his i th course 01 fl.ction fl.nd Player II chooses bis .1th course of action, then the outcome of the gfl.me is such that the rules prescribe a payment of a ij units to Player I by Player ] 1. (If aij<O, the "physicfl.l" p aym ent would go in the opposite direction. )
An m-component row vector X = (xo, . . . ,Xm-l) all Xi~ 0 can be interpreted as a mixed stral e!1Y (i.e., a probabilistic mixture of courses of action ) Jor Player I , with Xi representing tIl e relative fr equency or probability with which h e employs his ith COU1"se of action. Similarly, itn n-compon ent column vector Y with Jlonnegative compon ents Yj summin g to unity can be interpreted as a mixed strategy for Player II. The bilinear form XAY then r epresents the expected value of the payoff to Player I by Player II, if th ey select the r espective mixed strategies Xand Y.
A triple (v,X*,Y*), where v is a number and X* and y* are mixed strategies for Players I and II respectively, is called a solution of the game if XAY*~v~X*AY holds for all mixed stra tegies X fl.nd Y. The celebrated minimax theoTem o[ J. von Neumann asserts the existen ce of at lee1.st one solution. The number v is called the value of the game; though equnl to X*AY*, it cftn be shown to be independent o[ the particular solution . A mixed strategy is called optimal if it appears in at least one solution, fl.nd it is kno' wn tha t < 1. mi xed stmtegy X* is optimal if and only if 23 m -l ~ xiaif~v i=O ("orj= O,l , .. . ,n-l , (1) while a mixed strategy y* is optinMl if and only jf n-l ~ a ijyj~v j=O for i=O, 1, . .. , m-l.
(2) \Ve will make use of the easi1:," proved ract tlm t if stri ct inequali ty holds in (1) for som e particular .1 ttnd any optimal X*, then y j= O [or every optimal Y*, while if strict inequality holds in (2) for some par ticular i a nd any optinwl Y*, th en xi = O for every op timal X*.
The game is called com pI etely mixed if every optimal str ategy, for ee1.c lt plnyCl", he1.S fl.ll i ts components strictly po itive. In tuitively this means that depriving a player of one of his courses of fl.ction would r eally de1.mage him versus a rational opponent. It is known 1.2 the) t a completely mixed gctlne must have fl. square matrix, and so m = n will be assumed in wl1at follows.
For 0 ~k ~n-1 let Dk denote the 1c-th diagonal of A, the set of entries a ij with j -i = lc (mod n). A " classical" result of von Neum ann 3 asserts t hat a 2-by-2 game is completely mixed if and only if its diagonals are separated, i.e., if there arc disjoin t intervals 10 and 11 wi th Doc I o and D lc I I • A gen eralization was given by Bohn cnblust, K arlin, and Shapley,4 who showed that fl.n n-b y -n game is completely n"lixed if its diagon als m e both separated and ordered, i.e., if there ftre disjoint intervals in the order l (3) such that Dice ! " for ° 5:.k 5:.n-1. They point out, however, that this sufficient condition is not necessary for complete mixture even when n = 3.
It can be shown (op. cit. in footnote 4) that a game with payoff matrix A is completely mixed if and only if the same is true of all games whose matrices are obtainable from A by a sequence of operations each of one of the following types:
T he diagonals -separa ted-and -ordered con d i t ion (briefly, the " BKS condition") for complete mixture may apply to one of these transforms of A but not to A itself, so that a priori the criterion can only be used " fully " by testing the diagonals of each transform. It is fairly obvious that actual generation of all the transforms of A can be replaced by a more efficient procedure, and theorem. 1 of section 2 can be viewed as the rather straightforward justification of one such procedure, or al ternatively as a determination of just how far the range of applicability of the BKS theorem is extended by the operations (i) through (iv).
Theorem 2 in section 3 gives a new sufficient condition for complete mixture. Though strictly weaker than the BKS condition (entries of A in the same diagonal are not all IUlnped together), it is in the same general spirit, p ermitting a wider class of completely mixed games to be recognized as such "by inspection" if this term is generously interpreted. The ideas of section 2 are carried over to this new context, and theorem 3 deals with the possibility of trans forming a given matrix into one obeying the sufficient condition of theorem 2.
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are the main results of the paper. Three related topics are treated in section 4. First, a sufficient condition for complete mixture apparently still weaker than that of theorem 2 is given (theorem 4), but is shown (in theorem 5) to be equivalent ·when both conditions are aided by the transformations (i) through (iv). Second, it is shown by example that our results are not implied by a second sufficient condition for complete mixture due to Bohnenblust, Karlin, and Shapley. Third, it is noted that our criteria still fail to identify all 3 X 3 completely mixed games, in part because they apply only when each row and each column of the payoff matrix consists of distinct entries. Two results are given which require only "one-way" distinctness (theorem 6 for columns, theorem 7 for rows) , but they do not resolve the case n = 3.
Testing the Applicability of the BKS Condition
First a simplification will be made. Suppose a sequ ence of operations, of the types (i) through (iv) listed in the introduction, leads from a matrix A to a matrix AI and contains exactly t matrix transposi-Lions aud exactly N matrix negations. Both transposition and negation are involutions, i.e., (BT)T= B and -( -B ) = B. Also , a row (column) permutation followed by a transposition is equivalent to the same permutation applied to the columns (rows) preceded by a transposition, while any row or column permutation commutes with negation. From. these r emarks it follows that At can be obt.:l,ined by applying an appropriate sequence, consisting of row and column permutations only, to [or t even, N even, for t even, N odd, for todd, N even, for todd, N odd.
We shall therefore delete transposition andllegation from the repertoire of allowable operations; a transform of A now will mean a matrix obtainable from A 'by a sequence ot rowand/or column permutations. If C denotes a n ecessary and sufficient condition that at least one Lrans form of A has some property, then the statement
is a necessary and sufficient condition that at least one matrix obtainable from A by all the operations (i) through (iv) of the introduction has the property.
N ext some terminology and notation will be introduced. A pair of matrix entries 5 is called collinear if the entries lie in the same row or the same column. A set of n entries (in an n-by-n matrix A = (a ij )) will be called a chord if it contains no collinear pair ; the chords of A are precisely the sets of the form where 7r is a permutation of {O, 1,. . . ,n-1 }, determined uniquely by the chord. For example, the diagonals of A are the sets associated with the "diagonal permutations" Ok defined by (mod n).
Suppose At = (a;j) is obtained from A = (aij) by a row permutation 0-and a colnmn permutation T, so that aij = a~(i). T (j). Setting t = u(i) leads to and it is easily shown by such reasoning that (4) ~ 'ro avoid cmnbersome notation, we occftsionally slur the distinction between a matrix entry a ij a nd its position ( i, j) ; this should cause no confusion.
for nny permutation 11". If A' is obtain ed from A by a sequ ence consisting of row permutation UJ,U2, .. . , U p and column permutations 7J ,72, . . . , 7 q, each listed in t heir order of appearance in the sequence, then eq (4) still holds with the d efinitions 6
This fnct will be used in the following proo f.
THEoHEM 1: Some transjorm oj A has separated and ordered diagonals, ij and only if (i) thesetsSk ={ ar : kn'::;r« k + I)n } determined by an enumeration {ar : 0 '::; r < n 2 } oj the entries oj A in nondecreasing order are independent oj the particular enumeration, 7 (ii) each Sk is a chord, and thus determines a permutation 'Irk such that Sk = S(A, 'lrk), and (iii) 'lrk'lrO' = ('lrJ'lrO')k jor k = O, I , . . . , n -1. The n ecessity of the conditions will be proved fiJ'st . S uppose A' is n trn ns form of A which has separated and ord ered diagonals. The set of entries of A' (multiplici t ics included) is th e sam e as 1'01' A, so that for le = O, I , . . . , n -1.
This shows that the sets Sk are unambiguously defined. Since row and colum n permutations preserve collinearity of pnirs a nd therefore map only chords in to chords, and since D k(A') is a chord of A', its " pretransform" Sk must be a chord of A. Thus only the necessity of (iii) remains to be verified.
Since A' is a transform of A, there arc perm utations U and 7 such th at eq (4) holds for all'lr. In p articular, beca,use it follows th at for lc = O, I, . .. , n-l.
Since 00 is th e identity permutation, this equation yields U= T1ro, and therefore implies for lc = O, I , . . . , n-l so that (iii) holds. For the sufficiency proof, suppose the conditions hold . D efi ne a mapping 7 -1 of [ 0,1, ... , n-l } into itself by To see that 7-1 is a permutation (so th at 7 is welldefined), it suffices to observe that by th eir definit ions 'lri and 'Ir k, for i ~ le, can agree for no value of th e " independent variable" (i.e., Si and Sk are disjoint) 6 Our eonventiou is that the factor s in a product of permutations operate in right·to-left order. If p=O we take u to be the identity permntat.ion ; if q=O we take T to be the identity permutation .
1 I.e., t he smallest element of S H I strictly excceds the largest element of Sk, for k=O, 1, .. "' n -l. This is certai nl y trne if all entr ies of A are distin ct, but is also true (for example) if A has n distinct el ements, cach appearing in n positions.
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and thus not at 'lro' (0) . Now define u = T1ro. Th en by (iii) so that (mod n).
Thus eq (5) holds, and so the transform of A by row permutation u · and column p erm utation 7 has separated and ordered diagomds. From the first paragraph of section 2 it would seem appropri ate to apply the criter ion of theorem 1 to all four of t he matrices ± A, ± Al'. Fortunately tllls is unnecessar y; the criterion ca n be applied to A fLlone without loss of inforrrnttion . That is, the four matrices all obey th e criterion if and only if anyone of th em does. In ch eckin g this fLssertiol1, th e equivalen ce of th e cri teri on for A nnd ( _ A7') follows by "composition" from its equ ivalence for A and AT, a nd for A and (-A). Since mfLtrix: n egat,ion and transposition are involutions, it suffices to prove that if A obeys th e three conditions of theorem 1, then th e sam e is true of ( -A) and AT. The routine but tedious verification is omitted . o H ere condition (i) fails, for either appearance of (-2) could be assig ned to So and the oth er to SI (see foo tnote 7); aga in th e BKS theorem is in applicable. We leave it to the reader to verify that all three conditions of theorem 1 are satisfied, and that using the column permutation T defined by 
. Extensions of the BKS theorem
Th e previous section was essentially combinatorial; the present one, in contrast, has some specifically game-theoretic content. We begin with the following simple generalization of the BKS theorem: 8 THEOREM 2: The game with n-by-n matrix A is completely mixed ~/ there exist integers p ,q ,r ,s with sum relatively prime to n, such that (a) alJ < a1. J+p whenever j -i~q (mo d n), (b) alJ > al+rJ! whenever i -j ~s (mod n).
BcJore proving this result, we observe that it implies the BKS theorem; if A has separated and ordered diagonals , then theorem 2 applies with p = r= 1, q= n -l , and s = O. Theorem 2 is strictly stronger than the BKS theorem, for it applies (also with p= r = l , q= n-l , and s= O) to show that the matrix AI of example 1 represen ts a completely S In what follows, appropriate number(should be rea d modulo n. 26 mixed game, a fact which the BKS th.eorem (ev~n aided by row and column, permutatlOns, matnx transposition, and negation) could not reveal, as was demonstrated in section 2.
For the proof, suppose that some component x% of an optimal strategy X* vanished. We will show that this implies (7) The same argument can then be applied with k + p + q+ r + s replacing k. R epetition of the argument, together with the hypothesis o~ p + q * r +~, shows that all components of X* vamsh, whlCh IS absurd since these components must sum to unity. Thus no component of any optimal X* can vanish; a similar analysis applies for optimal Y*, and so the game is completely mixed.
To prove eq (7) , first use (1) and the optimality of X* to write By hypothesis (a) of the theorem we have ai.Hq < a ,. H p+q for each term in the last sum, and at least one of the xi in this sum is positive (they are all nonnegative). Therefore n -l v < ::S xiai.k+ v+q= L, Xia i.H v+q· ir'k i~O By the remark immediately following (1) and (2), y~+ v+q vanishes for every optimal Y* , so that by (2) n-l V ~ L: aHv+,+s. Jy j = ::s aH v+q+s. JYj. j~O r' ik+p+jg By hypothesis (b) of the theorem we have aH7I+Hs . J> a H v+q+r+s. J for each term in the last sum, and at least one of the y j in this sum is positive (they are all nonnegative). Therefore n-l v> :z= aHvH+r+s. Jy j = L: a H v+q+r+s.fyj , jr'k+p+g j~O which inplies eq (7) by the comment following (1) and (2) . This completes the proof of the theorem.
To derive full benefit from theorem 2, we should determine its range of applicability when aided by the four operations listed in the introduction. These aims are accomplished in the next theorem, which is related to theorem 2 as theorem 1 is related to the BKS theorem. First two lemmas will be given. LEMMA 1. Suppose that each row and each column oj A has a unique minimum entry, that the row minima jorm a chord, and that the column minima jorm a chord. Then the row and column minima coincide.
For the proof, suppose for example that a i(O) , J(O) is a row minimum but not a column minimum. Let a i( I )'}(O)J with i(l) ~i (O ), b e the minimum of column j(O). It is not the minimum of row i(1) , since column j (O) contains only one row minimum (the one in row i(O)). Let a i (l )JJ(I), with j(l) ~j(O ), be the minimum of row i(1). It is not the minimum. of columnj (l ), etc. Continuing sim ilarly , we obtain an infinite sequence of entries of A, which is strictly decreasin g and therefore nonrepeating.
ince this is impossible, every row minimum a i (0) , 1(0) must also be a column minimum. l-LEMMA 2. Suppose that each lin e 9 of A has distinct entries, so that the sets Rk of k-th smalles t TOW entries 10 and Ck oj k-th smallest column entri es are uniquely defined jor 0 :Sk < n. Ij each Rk and each Ck is a chord, then R k= Ckjor all k.
For, Ro = Co by lemma 1. Now replace all entries in Ro = Co by numbers greater than a ny other entries of A. The result is a matrix A * for which (with an obvious notation)
Rk-1 (A *) = Rk(A) and Ck-1 (A*) = Ck (A) for 1:Sk:Sn-1, while R n -1 (A*) = Cn-1 (A*) consists of the new entries. By l emma 1,
and the argumen t can b e r epeated until the proof is complete.
THEOREM 3 : Some transjorm of A obeys the conditions oj theorem 2, ~f and only ij (i) the sets Rk and Ck are well-definedfoT O:S k: < n, (ii) each Rk and each Ck is a chord, so that a unique permutation Pk is defined by R k= S(A,Pk), and
If all the 'Irk of theorem 1 exist, then clearly 7rk= Pk' Thus the real distinction between theorems 1 a nd 3 lies in conditions (i) and (ii), and the illustration just a ft er th e statement of theorem 2 ,vas a " typical " one.
The necessity of tbe three conditions will be proved first.ll Suppose transform A' = (a:;) or A obeys (a) and (b) of theorem 2. It will be shown initially t hat this implies , for each i and j , Now the kth smallest entry in the ith row of A' is a;, i+q-(n-I-k)JI ; if some R k were not a chord we would have i+ q-(n -1-lc)p = t + q-(n -1-k )p (mod n ) for distinct r esidues i and t, which is impossible. Similarly each Ok is a chord. Thus only the necessity of (iii) remains to be justified. There exist permutations u and T such that eq (4) holds for all permutations 7r . In particular, by lemma 2, R k= S(A ,Pk) = S (A',TPkU-1 ), Ck= S(A ,Pk) = S (A',TPkU-I ).
Displays (8) and (9) show that so that we have TPkU-1= O q (OI,)k+I, TP kU-1 = (os)-I (orY for lc = O, I , . . . , n -1. (10 ) Setting lc= O in the first of these equations yields u=(OV+q )-ITPO , so that (10) yields and condition (i ii ) is satis fied. For t he sufficiency proof, suppose th e t hree conditions hold. As in the proof of theorem 1, we define a mapp ing 7 -1 of {0,1, .. . ,n -1} in to itself by (9) and observe t h at T -1 is a permutation so tJmt T I S well-defined. vVe have only (8) need be discussed in detail. By (a) it follows that only a;. H v can b e a largest entry of the i th row of A ' . If p is relatively prime to n, th en (8) follows readily from (a). If on the other hand there is a least residue k , with 1 :Sk< n, su cb that n divides kp , then a contradiction is obtained 12 by choosing j different from i+ q-vp for 0 :Sv < k find using (a) of th eorem 2 to write Thus (8) is proved. By (8) and (9), each row and column of A' (and thus of A) has all its enLries distinct ; condit ion (i) has b een verified. By th e nature of row and column p ermutations, A will satis fy condition (ii ) if A' does.
II A line of a matrix is either a ro w or a colum n. 10 R o consists of t he smallest entry o f t he top row of f l , the s mallest en try o f t he next row, etc. R, consists of the next-to-smallest entr y of tbe top row, the n ext-to-smallest entry of t he next ro w, et e. I! In the necessity proof, t be fact that v+q+r+s is relati vcl y prime to n is not u sed. This fact is actually a eonseqllenee of condi tions Ca) and C b) of t heorem 2, which also (see eq (l0)) impl y that 1) = r an d that 1'+q+8 is d ivisible b y n. 12 ~.rh e assumption 11 > 1 is tac it th rollgllO ut. 27 so that O k= T(P kPO-I)T-1 ; equivalently PkPO -I= 7-10kT. On defming U= (OI) -ITPO, we find that thefirst of eqs (10) holds with p = 1 and q= O. By setting 1' = 1 and s=n -l we also satisfy the second of eq (10 ), so that conditions (a) and (b) or theorem 2 hold for the transform of A under row permutation U and column permu tation T . Since is relatively prime to n, th e proof is complete.
Two comments are in order. First, th e last paragraph shows that some transrorm oJ A obeys theorem 2 for some (p,~,l', s) if and only if at least one transform does so WIth p = l' = 1, q= O, s= n -1.
Second, there is no Heed to apply the criterion of th eorem 3 to (-A) a,nd ± AT as well as A; the situation is just like t he one mentioned directly a fter t h e proof of theorem 1.
Related Results
The proof of theorem 2 will obviously r emain valid if p,q,r, and s are permitted to vary with i and .i in appropriate ways. This leads to th e sufficient co ndition for complete mixture contained in t h e following theorem. THEOREM 4: L et p , q , rand s be permutations oj to, 1, ... , n -l } and consider a game with n-by-n matrix A such that (a) aIJ < al,p (J) (b) alJ < ar (O,) whenever j ~ q (i) ,
Ij rspq is a cyclic permutation then no optimal X* has a zero component, while i} pqrs is cyclic then no optimal y* has a zero component.
The proof is so like t hat of th eorwn 2 that it can be omitted ; q and s must be permutations (and not merely mappings of {o, 1 . . . , n -l } into itself) to permit the same to be tr ue of rspq or pql's.
One would expect the criterion of th eorem 4 (aided by t he four operations listed in the introduction ) to be more powerful than that of theorem 2 (similarly aided). In particular, it would seem possible that some transform of A (and thus A itself) could be proved to have no zero component in any optimal X* by m eans of this criterion, and some other transform of A (and thus A itself) proved to have no zero componen t in any optimal Y*. All these hopes arc d ashed by the followin g res ult. The correctn ess in the "i[" direction is trivial, since theorem 2 is the special case of theorem 4 in which the relevant permutations are diagonal. So we need only assume th at some transform AI = (a;j) of A obeys (a) and (b ) of theorem 4, and deduce that A obeys the three conditions of theorem 3.
Condition (a) implies that only q(i) can be left fixed by p; since q(O) ~q(l), no symbol is left fixed by p. Therefore, since by (a) no element of the ith row of AI except a;.O (i) can be the row's largest entry, we see t hat t h e sequ ence of subscripts
If ()' and T are the row and colwnn permutations leading from A to AI, then w e find that all Pk are well-defined with for k = O, 1, . . . , n-l !3 The detailed argumen t used earlier to justify (8) is easily generalized to su pport. (ll ) . in analogy with the fu's t part of (10) . From this it follows th at condition (iii) of theorem 3 is obeyed . Similarly, using (b ) and the appropriate generalization of (9), we find t ha t t he G\'s are well-defined chords, so that (i) and (ii) of theor em 3 holds and the proof is complete.
Bohnenblust, Karlin , and Shapley Cop . cit. , foot-_ note 4) give a second sufficien t condition for complete mixture, that 01' "main diagonal sep arated and dominant." To state it precisely, let 1l = Il (A) denote the largest of the entries of A off the main diagonal; then t h e condition consists of for i= O,l , . . . It is interesting t o note that the matrix Al of example 1, which defied the BKS condition extended by theorem 1 but which yielded to our t h eorem 2 , would also prove intractible to this condition. For So and S2 are not chords of Al (see the discussion of \, example 1), whereas it is easily shown that So or S"_I must be a chord if some transform of any of n-by-n ± A, ± AT is to obey (12) .
It is n atural to ask wheth er theorems 2 and 3 are sufficiently stronger than the BKS theorem to achieve identification of all completely mixed 3-by -3 games. This is unfortunately not the case; the completely mixed game whose payoff matrix is the Az of example 2 , cited as a " maverick" by Bohnenblust, Karlin , and Shapley (op . cit.) , is not tamed by our results. To see this, no to that A2 (and therefore -A2 and ± Ai as well) fails to satisfy condition (i) of theorem 3.
A slight twist in the proof of theorem 2 leads to sharp er analogs of theorems 2 and 4; for brevity, only the latter will be given (th e former is obtainod by specializing the relevant permutations to be diagonal).
THEOREM 6: Let p , q , I' and s be permutations oj' {O,I , . . . ,n -I} and consider a game with n-by-n matrix A such that whenever j ~ q (i), 28 for all j, whenever i~s (j ).
If rspq is a cyclic permutation, then no optimal X * has a zero component. THEOREM 7 : L et p , q, I' and s be permutations of {O,l , . . . ,n-l } and cons'ider a game with n-by-n matrix A such that whenever :i ~q (i ), whenever i ~ s (j ) , JOT all i .
Jj pqrs is a cyclic p ermutation, then no optimal Y * has a zero component.
Only t heorem 6 need b e pro ved. In view of th e hypo th esis on TSpq, it suffices to prove tha t if x~= O for some op timal X *, then X~S Pq(k)= O as well. By (1) and the optimality of X *, we have In the righ t h and expression, all xi are nonn egative and we have ai. q (k) 5: ai, pq ( k ) for each term, with strict inequality for i = Tspq (k ) (which is presen t since TSpq do es no t leave k fixed). Thus, unless X~SPq(k)= O (i.e., if X~S PQ (k» O ) , we have n-l v< z:::; xi a;. pq (k ) = ~ xia;, pq(k) , I~k 1-0 and the r est of the proof is as 1'01' t heorem 2, leadin g to t he conclusion X~s p q(k) = O.
Condition (b) of t heorem 6 implies that each r column of A has distin ct entries, while condition (a) of th eorem 7 implies t hat each row has di stin ct entries. Thus t he m atrix A 2 eludes these th eorems (even when aided by t he four opera tions). It r emains unclear wheth er all 3-by-3 completely mixed games can be char acteriz ed along t he lines pursued above.
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A ddendum. I am indebted to K . Goldberg (NBS N umel'ical An alysis Section) for th e followin g observa tions.
If A is nonsingular, v~O , and all row and column sums of A -I are nonzero and h ave t he sam e sign , then t he game is completely mi xed. l4 This covers examples Al and A 2 of seeLion 2; it is no t an "iJlsp ec tion " m ethod sin ce a m atri x inversion is r eq uired . For n = 3, however , an "inspective" formulat ion can b e given ; if then what IS required IS that all 2-by-2 prin cipal minors o(
[b '-"
Cl -al al -bll r C2 -b3 ba-al a . -,,] a2-b2 b2-C2 C2 -a2J and l a2-c3 C3-bl bl-a2
Ca-aa aa-ba ba-ca b2-aa aa-CI cl -b2
have the sam e (stri ct) sign .
